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What is Affinity Photo?
Wikipedia:

Affinity Photo is a raster graphics editor
Serif:

If you could create your own photo editing software, it would work like this.
What is digiKam?
Wikipedia:

digiKam is a free and open-source image organizer and tag editor
digiKam:

digiKam is an advanced open-source digital photo management application that provides a comprehensive set of tools for importing, managing, editing, and sharing photos and raw files.
Color
A color space is a specific organization of colors. In combination with physical device profiling, it allows for reproducible representations of color, in both analog and digital representations.
Color depth

The human eye can distinguish around a million colors
Color depth

1-bit color 2 colors
2-bit color 4 colors
3-bit color 8 colors
4-bit color 16 colors
5-bit color 32 colors
8-bit color 256 colors
12-bit color 4096 colors
High color (15/16-bit) 32,768 colors or 65,536 colors
True color (24-bit) 16,777,216 colors
Deep color (30-bit) 1.073 billion
36-bit approximately 68.71 billion colors
48-bit approximately 281.5 trillion colors

Note: different configurations of software and hardware can produce different color values for each bit depth listed
Color Space

Anatomy of a CIE Chromaticity Diagram

Commission internationale de l’éclairage 1931 color space
Color Space

Additive color mixing
Color Space

Subtractive color mixing
The Lab Color Space
Affinity Photo and digiKam...
Questions?
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Affinity Photo-Tutorials

Adjustment Layers

- Black & white adjustment
- Blend ranges
- Curves
- Levels
- White balance

Channels

- Channel mixer
- Channels
- Channels: Selections

Color

- Color management
- Color picker tool
- Infer LUT
- LAB
- OpenColorIO setup
- Selecting sampled colours
- Selective colour
▼ Customizing
- Adding lens profiles
- Macros
- Using plugins

▼ Editing
- Canvas resizing
- Clone brush tool
- Cropping
- Editing infrared photography
- Moving, scaling and rotating
- Paste / move inside
- Resizing & resampling
- Straightening
- Undo, redo and history

▼ Effects
- Applying Blender Filmic Looks
- Bitmap pattern fills
- Clarity
- Gradient map
- Gradient tool
• Liquify

• Paint mixer brush

• Zoom blur

▼ Filters

• Displace filter

• Filters

• Radial blur

▼ HDR

• HDR from one exposure

• HDR ghosts removal

• HDR merging

▼ Layers

• Advanced layer options

• Blend modes

• Fill layers

▼ Isolating layers


• Layers

• Live filter layers

• Lock children (Masking)

• Luminosity masks from layers
- Mask layers
- Masking adjustment layers
- Masking vs clipping layers
- Pixel vs Image layers
- Selecting layers

▼ New/Import/Export
- Compression efficiency
- Exporting
- Exporting slices
- New document with templates
- Open and save
- Placing images
- PSD smart object import
- PSD write-back and PSB import

▼ Pen/Brush
- Dodge, Burn and Sponge brush tools
- Pen tool

▼ RAW
- RAW advanced development
- RAW development
▼Selections

- Affinity Photo - Selection Brush Tool

- Selection refinement

▼Stacking

- Focus merging

- Stacking: Exposure blending

- Stacking: Noise reduction

- Stacking: Object removal

▼Techniques

- 360 live editing

- Affinity Photo - Retouching scanned line drawings

- Editing metadata

- Haze removal

- Inpainting tool

- Manual lens corrections

- Noise reduction

- Panoramas

- Procedural Texture - Nonlinear Transform Correction

- Relighting 3D renders

- Shadows/highlights
Sky replacement

Using Matte ID render passes for masking

▶ UI

- Brush modifier (keyboard & mouse)

- Light UI

- Metal compute

- Tool cycling

- UI overview

▶ digiKam Tutorials

- Documentation and Useful Resources
  https://www.digikam.org/documentation/

- Geotagging Photos in digiKam
  https://youtu.be/mVgLWcRqFL4

- The Power of digiKam
  https://youtu.be/uHdCTaebgxs